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President Biden’s
“Ministry of Truth”
Charles Wilfong, President, West Virginia Farm Bureau
Just when you think that you have seen it all, President Biden comes through with yet another crazy
plan to support his socialist agenda. His latest initiative is to establish what is called the “Disinformation
Governance Board”. This board will be charged to
act as the “Ministry of Truth”. The board will operate
under the Department of Homeland Security where
the infamous Alejandro Mayorkas is the director.
This is the guy who is also in charge of protecting our
borders. Considering all the misinformation he has
spread about border security, it is hard to imagine
what could possibly go wrong with him being in command of the “Ministry of Truth”. Every day he spreads
misinformation about what is happening at the
border. He says that the border isn’t open and that
they are effectively controlling immigration. Really!!
I guess that instead of enforcing the border, he would
rather police our free speech. They want to be able to
shut up anyone who opposes this Biden regime.
Biden and Mayorkas have hand-picked Nina
Jankowicz as the executive director of this new
“Disinformation Governance Board”. She is a radical
activist who would seek to silence all critics. It is not
clear yet what means they will use to punish those
who disobey them, but I am sure they will make
the penalties
ZETT’S
as severe as
TRI-STATE
possible. This
FISH FARM & HATCHERY
essentially makes
878 Hatchery Road • Inwood, WV 25428
(304) 229-3654
Biden a dictator
www.zettsfishhatchery.com
who nobody can
Over 30 species available
oppose without
Colorful Catalog Upon Request - or view online
Truck Deliver- UPS - Pickup
being charged by
Come Fish Our Lakes - Catch Your Own
1-100 lb fish - see our website for Rates
the speech police.
It would appear
that this may be
a way to shut
down opposition
leading up to the
election this fall.
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It’s hard to
imagine how such
limits on free speech
can possibly be
constitutional, but
who know how the
courts might rule,
given how they have ruled on some other cases lately.
We cannot allow the loss of our free speech rights.
We must be committed to electing to public office
only those people who have a strong adherence to
our constitutional rights. I don’t think any of us want
the government deciding what is true and what is
false.
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MINERAL WELLS
ALL SEASONS POWERSPORTS
304-489-9824
www.allseasonsatv.com
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Around the Dome
Dwayne O’Dell, WVFB Director of Government Relations
I hope each of you are doing well. Spring is a
great time in West Virginia! Please consider the
following information.
The U.S. House of Representatives passed
a bill in early April that would decriminalize
recreational marijuana. This proposed law
was supported by 220 House members and
includes language to expunge sentences of
people previously convicted of non-violent
federal marijuana crimes. The bill also included
sales tax provisions, with the funds going to
support communities harmed by drug issues.
Most believe that the U.S. Senate will not
consider the bill.
Also, there was a bipartisan proposal to
provide a $7,500 tax credit to truck drivers who
hold a valid CDL Class A license and drive at
least 1,900 hours per year. A second credit of up
to $10,000 would be available to those who enroll
in a registered trucking apprenticeship.
The Department of Transportation has
finalized the 2026 fuel efficiency standard. Under
the rule, the average new car will be required
to get at least 49 miles per gallon, which is 33
percent over current standards. Lower gasoline
consumption could lower ethanol needs unless
blend percentages are increased.
As of early April, avian influenza has been
detected in 24 states. At this time, the highly
pathogenic disease has not been found in
West Virginia. However, there have been cases
in Virginia, Ohio, Kentucky, and Maryland.
Depopulation of commercial and backyard flocks
have occurred. The virus currently possesses no
risk to humans.
USDA has released its prospective plantings
report. It predicts that U.S. farmers intend to
plant a record 91 million acres of soybeans,

89.5 million acres
of corn, 47 million
acres of wheat,
and 12 million
acres of cotton.
These projections
total nearly 228
million acres, which is just behind the record
set in 2014 when 230 million acres were planted
to these crops. These numbers may change
based on unclear availability of fertilizer and
some in Congress asking USDA to allow
planting on some CRP (Conservation Reserve
Program) acres.
The 2021 Organic Produce Report indicates
the top ranked produce items were apples, citrus,
and berries. Most consumers pay the extra
money for organic items for real or perceived
reasons, including health and environmental
goals. Inflation problems will likely encourage
consumers to pull back on organic purchases
due to increased costs.
USDA has awarded nearly $10 million to 14
collaborative multi-state specialty crop projects
in 28 states. The funded projects will try to find
solutions to water saving in vine crops, and heat
tolerance, food safety, and fertilizer reductions
in various crops. A full list of projects may be
viewed at www.ams.usda.gov.
Finally, Governor Jim Justice signed 280
bills that were approved by both houses of
the Legislature. Six bills that mostly address
coal mining issues became law without the
governor’s signature. Governor Justice vetoed
five bills, including HB 4020 which would
have reorganized the Department of Health &
Human Services, and HB 4001 which addressed
broadband development. These issues will
no doubt be reviewed during future interim
West Virginia Farm Bureau News 7

Looks like

meetings, as well as during possible special
legislative sessions.
Memorial Day will be observed on Monday,
May 30 this year. Memorial Day is a federal
holiday on the last Monday of May each year. It
honors those who died serving in the United
States military. The National Moment of
Remembrance, originally signed by President Bill
Clinton, sets 3:00 p.m. on Memorial Day as a time
for awareness and reverence for those who died
defending and serving our nation. Memorial Day
was originally called Decoration Day and was
a day to remember those who died in military
service.
There is some dispute as
to the origin of Memorial Day.
However, it appears that the
first remembrance was on May
30, 1868, when flowers were
placed on the graves of Union
and Confederate soldiers at
Arlington National Cemetery.
I hope each of you will
take a few moments to reflect
upon those who have died to
ensure the freedoms we have
in America. Over 1.3 million
have died in service to America.
As we observe Memorial Day,
we would be wise to think
of not only the past, but also
the future of our country.
President Dwight Eisenhower
said, “Neither a wise man nor
a brave man lies down on the
tracks of history to wait for the
train of the future to run over
him.”
Have a great day!
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National Agriculture
Day Celebration
Danielle Grant, Young Farmer Chairperson
Members of the West Virginia YF&R Committee
celebrated National Agriculture Day in a big
way this year, by visiting their local elementary
schools! Committee members read “Tales of the
Dairy Godmother.” The book educated students
regarding how dairy products are produced.
Committee members also enjoyed completing
other activities with the children. Some schools
even allowed the children to enjoy some sweet
dairy treats! Educating these little consumers is
important to the future of the agriculture industry
and committee members greatly enjoyed this fun,
enthusiastic crowd!
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KRONE: CUTTING
E
™

With models ranging from
20hp to the 111hp BEAST
T1104 Series 6 Utility
Tractor, TYM has the
tractor to fit your needs.

KRONE:
EDGE™
Mowers,
Tedders,
KRONE: CUTTING
EDGE
Mowers, Tedders, and Rakes...
Mowers, Tedders, and Rakes...

Stop in and
check out
our selection!

KRONE: CUTTING EDGE

Reliable, ground hugging DISC
MOWERS for a close, cleaner cut.
• Cutting widths from 6 1/2 to over 30’
™• Quick-change blades on most
models

Mowers, Tedders, and Rakes...

KRONE:

WE HAVE THE BEST
PRICING ON REPAIRS
FOR ANY TRACTOR
MAKE OR MODEL.EDGE ™
CUTTING
TRADES WELCOME!
Mowers,
Tedders, and Rakes...

Heavy-duty KW TEDDERS
• Exclusive Krone design fluffs up a
cleaner crop and reduces dry down
time

Krone ROTARY RAKES
• Faster dry down and a clean crop
thanks to the tines lifting the crop in
the windrow
• There is no roping for easier baling

All farm seed: grass, corn, & sorghum

McConnellsburg
Motor & Implement

SINCE 1939
875 Lincoln Way East • McConnellsburg, PA
(717) 485-3181 • www.mcconnellsburgmotorandimp.com

TYM Tractor Sales & Service

211 Wes White Rd., Oakland, MD 21550
SALES: 240-321-0999 • 301-616-0761
PARTS: 301-334-9060
email: es91sfe@gmail.com

schrockfarmequipment.com

( YO U )
Who’s the No. 1 protein source in chicken feed?
YOU are. That’s right. You’re winning.
All soybean farmers, including you, are really big in poultry and
livestock feed. How? By pooling your resources through your soy
checkoff. Learn how your soy checkoff is bringing tangible returns
back to you and your operation at unitedsoybean.org/hopper.
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Moving Soy Forward.
Moving You Forward.
©2022 United Soybean Board [61977-1 1/22]

WVU Update
Spring 2022

Published as a Special Insert for Farm Bureau News

Tips for selecting healthy transplants

I

f you’re like most people, you spend warmer days shopping around
garden centers, nurseries and farmers markets to find perfect varieties
and starter plants to get your garden growing. Or maybe you’ve been
carefully cultivating your own starters, and now it’s time to transfer
the best ones into the garden.
Remember, healthy transplants set
the foundation of a successful garden.
Whether the starters are homegrown
or purchased, it’s worth the time and
effort to inspect them carefully and
only add the best to your garden.

transplant pots, too. Roots shouldn’t
be brown or black, as that is a sign of
overwatering. If you can, also avoid
plants that are rootbound.

Below are a few things to look for
when making your selections this
growing season:
Bigger isn’t always better. Bigger
and older plants may experience
more stress when transplanting.
A good rule of thumb is to select
transplants that are as wide or
wider than they are tall.
Check out the leaves, stems and
roots. Leaves should be green and
uniform in color. Skip over those that
look yellow or otherwise unhealthy.
Leggy transplants, or those that have
thin, spindly stalks, have not received
enough light; therefore, they are
weak and often unable to support or
produce good fruit. Turn over your

but your entire garden. Telltale signs
of pests, disease or nutrient deficiencies
include discolored spots on leaves,
browning leaves or holes in the leaves.
These are all good indicators that the
plant is not as healthy as it could be.
Leave the flowering and fruiting
plants on the shelf. It may seem like
a good idea to buy the tomato plant
with its flowers already open or the
early signs of fruit beginning to set,
but these plants are often under stress
and won’t grow as well once they are
in the garden.

When transplanting, plants should be
able to focus their energy on adapting
to their new environment – not
production.

Spinach starter plants ready for
transplanting. (Photo credit:
Emily Morrow)
Inspect plants for signs of pests
or disease. Turn over leaves to
check for any pests or eggs trying
to hitchhike their way into your
garden. Introducing a pest or disease
can not only impact the culprit plant,

Plant soon. Purchase your transplants
a day or two prior to planting at most.
If that isn’t possible, keep your plants
watered and in a shaded location until
they can be transferred into the ground.

These steps will ensure a garden space
filled with plants that have the greatest
chance of success, allowing you to reap
a good harvest. Happy gardening and
transplanting!
By Emily Morrow, WVU Extension
Agent, Jefferson County

Insert provided by WVU Extension and Davis College of Agriculture, Natural Resources and Design
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Protecting operators from tractor hazards

Around
Our State
Catch Extension
Calling podcast
anytime, anywhere
Extension Calling is a live, weekly
informational talk show hosted
by WVU Extension and The
Ohio State University Extension
with a 40-year history as a radio
program in the Upper Ohio
Valley. But, since late 2018,
Extension Calling has been
available to listeners anytime,
anywhere as a free podcast.

New 30-minute episodes are
released every week through your
favorite podcasting platform or
the WVU Extension website.
Hosts Karen Cox, WVU
Extension, and Dan Lima,
OSU Extension, cover timely
topics related to the farm, garden
and home. With more than
150 episodes available now,
there’s something for
everyone!
Listen or learn more
at: extension.wvu.
edu/Extension
Calling.
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M

ost hay season-related injuries
and deaths are caused by tractor
incidents, such as overturns, runovers
or power take-off systems. When
operated properly, tractors are quite
safe. Tractors that are old, in poor
condition, lack safety guards and
devices, or are operated in a risky
manner can contribute to unsafe
or hazardous conditions.
A past survey of nearly 7,000 West
Virginia farmers indicated that 40%
of those that responded have nearly
overturned their tractors and a
staggering 10% have actually
overturned their tractors.

Rollover protection structures
An operator’s chances of surviving
a tractor overturn are greater if the
tractor has a rollover protection
structure and the operator is wearing
a seat belt. A ROPS is a roll bar or cage
frame that is designed to form a zone
of protection around the operator. To
stay inside that safety zone, operators
must wear a seat belt. If the operator
doesn’t wear a seat belt, they can be
crushed by the ROPS itself if thrown
from the unit.
If you have an older unit, ROPS
kits and seat belts can be purchased
and retrofitted for your tractor. If you’d
rather build your own, a set of plans
may be available from WVU Extension
Safety and Health Extension (304-2933096).

Runover incidents
Runover incidents can occur when an
extra rider falls from the tractor or the
wagon rolls away. Avoid giving young
children tractor rides, because the
potential risks are too high.
Before moving a tractor, be sure the
area is clear. Children should not be

ROPS and seat belts help protect
operators from tractor hazards.
(Photo credit: https://www.flickr.
com/photos/werms/1492968425.)

permitted to play where tractors and
other machinery are running. Check
your surroundings and underneath
your unit before moving. Additionally,
if parking on a hill or slope, angle the
wheels to avoid a roll away incident.

Power take-off systems
Power take-off systems are useful,
but they also can pose a serious safety
hazard. Always replace a missing or
damaged PTO guard. Before servicing,
adjusting, cleaning or unclogging
the equipment, stop the engine,
disconnect the power source and wait
for the PTO shaft to stop. Make sure
everyone nearby is clear of the machine
before starting the tractor’s engine
and engaging the PTO shaft’s selector
switch. Also, avoid loose clothing and
check your shoelaces often.
Discuss tractor safety with those who
live at or frequently visit your farm.
Don’t assume everyone knows as
much as you do when it comes to
these machines. Remember,
knowledge is safety.
By Wayne Lundstrom and Thomas
Stockdale, WVU Extension Specialists Safety and Health

Insert provided by WVU Extension and Davis College of Agriculture, Natural Resources and Design
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Managed grazing offers silver linings for high-input costs

G

razing is one of the most
economical things a farmer can
do to reduce production costs and
improve the value of the land, at least
for livestock operations. Compared
to producing hay, grazing allows
for the stand to be harvested by the
animal at a higher nutritive value
which increases livestock gains. Most
of the soil nutrients contained in this
harvested material also is redistributed
across the field in the form of urine
and manure instead of being removed
from the field entirely as with hay.
Managed grazing (i.e., rotating
animals between fields or paddocks)
has the additional benefit of
improving the use of feed on the
pastures, while allowing the pastures
adequate time to rest. This lessens the
need for purchasing and feeding hay
in the fall and winter months, and
it makes the fields more resilient to
weed encroachment and unexpected
weather events, such as drought.

Benefits
There are several ways for farmers
to increase both the amount
and efficiency of grazing in their
operations. If a farmer has a field
with an exterior fence that has been
traditionally cut for hay, they may
consider harvesting the first cutting
then grazing the field for the rest
of the year. While this may seem
like a potential loss in yield from
the field, allowing livestock to graze
the area during the season is more
a substitution of when that feed is
being fed. The substitution reduces
harvest cost, maintains soil fertility
and allows other pastures time to rest
during a critical period of the year.
If there are fields available with crop
residues or cover crops, these provide

Attendees at the WVU Extension grazing school in February learned how
to increase grazing and profitability in their operations. (Photo credit:
Ben Goff)

an additional feed source during the
fall or early spring that further reduces
the need for hay and has minimal
negative impact on these fields.
In addition, merely using temporary
fencing supplies to divide a field will
have a large impact on probability
by increasing stocking densities and
grazing efficiency of the pasture.

temporary fencing in one field to see
if there are any benefits; it is highly
likely that you will see benefits. It
also is important to remember that
overgrazing and/or deterioration
of the field doesn’t happen from one
mistake – multiple mismanagements
over an extended period of time lead
to these issues.

Concerns

Grazing schools

Two of the biggest limitations to
adopting better grazing management
is the investment in the equipment
and infrastructure needed, as well as
the fear of making a mistake. Based on
current prices, the fuel and fertilizer
cost of producing hay in 2022 will
be approximately $130 to $150 per
acre for each cutting. The cost-savings
from even one cutting of hay this
year is more than enough to cover
the expenses of purchasing temporary
grazing supplies that can be used in
subsequent years.

While grazing will help production
costs in 2022, learning the tools and
attitude required to do so will carry
over to increased profitability in
subsequent years. WVU Extension
will be hosting grazing schools at
several locations throughout the state.
These two-day events incorporate
classroom lectures and hands-on
activities to provide farmers with
the information needed to increase
grazing and profitability in their
operations. Contact your local WVU
Extension office for more information.

While changes in management can
seem overwhelming, start by using

By Ben Goff, WVU Extension Agent,
Mason and Putnam Counties

Insert provided by WVU Extension and Davis College of Agriculture, Natural Resources and Design
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Mastering the backyard grill

W

ith warmer weather
on the horizon, many
families are excitedly awaiting the
opportunity gather and celebrate
the start of summer. While kids
are excited to finally get back
in the pool, adults will be ready
to break out the grill. If you’re
anxiously awaiting the smell of
grilled meat wafting from the
backyard, consider these tips to
ensure you defend the title of
“Grill Master.”

Grill maintenance
Use soapy water to look for gas
leaks. Coat all of the grill’s hoses
and connectors with a simple
mixture of dish soap and water in
a spray bottle. Turn the gas on and
watch for bubbles. This will allow
you to identify even the smallest
of leaks that need repair.

The West Virginia University
Extension and the WVU Davis
College of Agriculture, Natural
Resources and Design are
pleased to offer this
educational insert to
the Farm Bureau
NEWS as a
service to
West Virginians.

While chicken, beef and hot dogs are
common grilling favorites, consider
incorporating vegetables into the grill
mix. (Photo credit: https://www.flickr.
com/photos/wwworks/5649568108)

Once you are sure there are no leaks,
light the burners and watch the flames.
Yellow or uneven flames indicate that
you may need to replace the burners
or ports. This is a common repair that
will extend the life of your grill.
Do not consider the grease left from
previous years as seasoning. Clean the
fire box and drip pans, and scrub the
grates with a stiff wire brush.

Consider grilling vegetables
While chicken, beef and hot dogs are
common grilling favorites, consider
incorporating vegetables into the grill
mix.
While a lot of vegetables do well on
the grill, those that do best include
asparagus, corn, eggplant, mushrooms,
peppers (hot or bell), onions and even
cabbage. These rock stars of the grill
cook better and are less likely to stick
if they are marinated first and lightly
Spring 2022
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brushed with cooking oil prior to going
on the grill.
Vegetables can go directly on the grill
with medium heat. Keep a close eye on
the vegetables because grilling times
will vary. They tend to be more delicate
than meats; however, harder vegetables
(like potatoes) will take a little longer
to grill.

Marinades
Marinades for vegetables can really be
anything you enjoy. While there are
endless choices at the supermarket,
making your own is easy and allows
you to find your favorite flavors.
A basic marinade includes 3 teaspoons
olive oil, 1 tablespoon balsamic vinegar,
2 tablespoons minced garlic, and salt
and pepper to taste.
Some common additives to enhance
variety and flavor include lemon juice,
maple syrup, soy sauce, hot sauce or
even a little bourbon. The key is to
experiment and have fun!
By Dave Roberts, WVU Extension Agent,
Lincoln County

Check our websites
for more news (extension.wvu.
edu and davis.wvu.edu).
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God, Farming and
Sourdough Bread
...Stories from the Farm
Susan Wilkins Taylor
I did it. I am now officially one of those crazy
chicken ladies. The week before Easter, my
husband brought home a dozen fluffy little chicks
that I had ordered through our local Southern
States store. The first few days I worried incessantly
about them. Were they too hot? Too cold? Were
they eating enough? Was the water too cold? Why
was that one chick sitting under the heat plate by
itself and the others chirping around the food? I
checked them multiple times a day and twice
before bed and made my husband promise he
would check too.
The dog found them instantly fascinating. If
not for holding his collar, I feel certain that all
twelve would have become chicken nuggets (or
chicken bites) the first day they were home. He
now rests his head on the side of their tub and
eyes them warily. Knowing that showing the
slightest excitement around them will cause a swift
discipline.

co-worker. She brought me two leftover chicks
from an order her family had made; complete with
pretty little bows around their necks. As I had no
desire to have laying hens, I decided I would grow
them for meat chickens. As such, I proceeded to
name one Chick and one Nugget. (Chick n Nugget)
I fattened them up for a couple of months and
finally the day came that something really needed
to be done. I could not do it, naturally. But I was
sure that my dad and brother could. Oddly, they
were not up to the task either. In the end, my 90
year old great aunt saved the day. She swiftly and
efficiently brought the chickens to their demise.
Plucked them, cleaned them, and delivered them

I never liked chickens. My sister had them
growing up and she loved them. She went as
far as naming each and every one of them. And
even knew them apart. Lucille and Margaret and
Mildred and so they went. I just thought they were
ugly and hateful and I only entered the chicken pen
in the absolute most dire of emergencies – when
I was in the middle of baking cookies and ran out
of eggs. I think part of my dislike came from my
mom, who has always seemed to relish in telling
stories of when she was a little girl, being flogged
by the rooster when she went to collect eggs. That
she escaped is truly a miracle. One of my closest
friends tells a similar harrowing tale.
My mind started to change a few years ago. I
saw some baby chicks at the local store and made
the mistake of saying how cute they were to a
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to my mother and me as we safely hid in the house.
We accepted them, maybe a little sheepishly, and
proceeded to roast them for dinner. I can only
imagine what Aunt Ruth must have thought about
the whole lot of us.
Dinner was a little rough to get through that
evening. And I immediately decided I was done
with chickens. Chicken farming was not for me.
Egg producers nor meat chickens neither one.
Never again.
And yet, here I am. With these twelve little
chicks happily chirping in the outbuilding. Friends
and family thinking I have lost my mind. Creating
more work, when we already have quite a bit to do,
and when picking up a carton of eggs at the store is
just so easy.
But sometime during the last couple of years,
my husband and I have developed a dream of
being self-sufficient. Of growing and producing as
much of our food as we possibly can. Of returning
to so many of the basic skills our ancestors knew
and took for granted that the modern conveniences
of society today have forgotten. Of returning to the

“homestead” concept that was once so common,
but has been largely abandoned.
I have been reading a compilation of farm
journal articles written by Laura Ingalls Wilder.
One of her articles dated February 5, 1918 is as
relevant today as it was a hundred years ago. It
reads, “The dream is only the beginning. We’d
starve to death if we went no further with that
garden than making it by the fire in the seed
catalog. It takes judgement to plant the seeds at the
right time, in the right place, and hard digging to
make them grow, whether in the vegetable garden
or the garden of our lives. The old proverb says,
‘God helps the man who helps himself,’ and I know
that success in our undertakings can be made into
a habit. We can work our dream out into realities
if we try, but we must be willing to make the
effort. Things that seem easy of accomplishment
in dreams require a lot of good common sense
to put on a working basis and a great deal of
energy to put thru to a successful end….We may
dream those dreams of a farm of our own; of a
comfortable home; of that education we are going
to have and those still more excellent dreams of
the brotherhood of man and liberty and justice for
all; then let us work to make this ‘the land where
dreams come true.’”
Indeed. Let us work.
(“Writings from the Ozarks” by Laura Ingalls
Wilder)

YOU’RE LIVING YOUR DREAM.
NOW YOU CAN DRIVE IT, TOO.
You’ve always dreamed of owning your own farm, and being closer to
the land. Now you’ve got it. And to work that land, you need just the
right tractor: a GC1700, 1700E or 1700M Series compact tractor from
Massey Ferguson®. Not too big. Not too small. With the versatility
and ease-of-use to do the jobs that need to get done — from mowing,
loading and backhoe work to snow blowing and hauling. Visit your
Massey Ferguson dealer to learn more.
masseyferguson.us
CHECK OUT THE MASSEY FERGUSON GC1700, 1700E AND 1700M SERIES
CHECK OUT THE
MASSEY FERGUSON
GC1700, 1700E AND
1700M SERIES

Lemon’s Farm Equipment
Dealer Imprint Area

42 Lemon Lane, Parkersburg, WV
304-863-3469
www.lemonsfarmequipment.com

© 2018 AGCO Corporation. Massey Ferguson is a brand of AGCO Corporation. AGCO®
and Massey Ferguson® are trademarks of AGCO. All rights reserved. MF18TK007CRv02
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U.S.S. POLARIS, LLC
408 NORTH CTY RD HWY 63
TOLEDO, IA
Terms

and

conditions

apply.

Polaris off road vehicles
U.S.S. POLARIS,WARNING:
LLC
can
be hazardous to operate and

U.S.S. POLARIS, LLC

408 NORTH CTY RD HWY
are 63
not intended for on-road use.
Driver must be at least 16 years
TOLEDO, IA

old with a valid driver’s license to
operate. Passengers, if permitted,
must be at least 12 years old. All
riders should always wear helmets,
eye protection, and protective
clothing. Always use seat belts and
cab nets or doors (as equipped).
Never engage in stunt driving and
avoid excessive speeds and sharp
turns. All riders should take a safety
training course. Riding and alcohol/
drugs don’t mix. Call 800-342-3764
Terms and conditions apply. WARNING: Polaris off road vehicles canfor
be hazardous
to operate
and are not intended
for on-road use. Drive must
additional
information.
Check
license to operate. Passengers, if permitted, must be at least 12 years old. All riders should always wear helmets, eye protection, and protec
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laws
before
riding
trails.
nets or doors (as equipped). Never engage in stunt driving and avoid
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speeds
and sharp
turns. on
All riders
should take a safety training
Call 800-342-3764 for additional information. Check local laws before
riding on
trails. 2020
©2020
Polaris,
Inc.Polaris, Inc.

408 NORTH CTY RD HWY 63
TOLEDO, IA

©

ELKINS MOTORSPORTS

Terms and conditions apply. WARNING: Polaris off road vehicles can be hazardous to operate and are not intended for on-road use. D
license to operate. Passengers, if permitted, must be at least 12 years old. All riders should always wear helmets, eye protection, a
nets or doors (as equipped). Never engage in stunt driving and avoid excessive speeds and sharp turns. All riders should take a safe
Call 800-342-3764 for additional information. Check local laws before riding on trails. ©2020 Polaris, Inc.
Terms and conditions apply. WARNING: Polaris off road vehicles can be hazardous to operate and are not intended for on-road use. Drive must be at least 16 years old with a valid driver's
license to operate. Passengers, if permitted, must be at least 12 years old. All riders should always wear helmets, eye protection, and protective clothing. Always use seat belts and cab
nets or doors (as equipped). Never engage in stunt driving and avoid excessive speeds and sharp turns. All riders should take a safety training course. Riding and alcohol/drugs don't mix.
Call 800-342-3764 for additional information. Check local laws before riding on trails. ©2020 Polaris, Inc.

Elkins, WV 26241

304-636-7732 www.elkinsmotorsports.net

Follow
us on

Triple E Farms
995 JR Rannells Road
Romney, WV 26757

304-813-7669
Phil Eash

E-mail: tripleefarming@gmail.com
Authorized Reseller of

Sales • Parts • Service

Smitty's is a proud full-service dealer with
Suzuki, Kawasaki, and Yamaha brands.

Smitty’s Suzuki Center
2457 Old Weston Rd, Buckhannon, WV
304-472-4824
www.supersmittys.com

BUILDING
YOUR FUTURE

Voted THE #1 Electric Fence
Solution Since 2011
To watch a video
about how to
choose the right
post, scan the QR
code at right with
your smartphone.

•
•
•
•
•

Self-Insulating
Never rusts or rots!
Pre-drilled every 3”
NRCS EQIP Approved
Organic Approved

We understand building
a new home can
be challenging.
Farm Credit offers easy financing options, like
one loan for both construction and land. That
means one interest rate and one closing.
Contact us today to discuss your options.

800.919.FARM
FarmCreditofVirginias.com
NMLS

#456965
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Growing Timber and Carbon
- The Future for Farms?

by Eric Carlson
Executive Director
West Virginia Forestry Association
West Virginia landowners are beginning to learn about the possible income from sequestering
carbon on their farms and forests. Carbon has been sequestered for decades in our forest and grasslands
by landowners who apply good management good practices. This is a complex and challenging
new endeavor with the consequences for landowners. Because it is so new the traditional sources of
guidance for farmers are still learning how to provide timely and accurate information.
The West Virginia Forestry Association is working with the West Virginia Farm Bureau to help provide
landowners information while we continue to protect private property rights to access these markets if
they fit your goals and plans.
What is a carbon credit?
Carbon credits are certificates that represent
carbon that is stored instead of being emitted
into the atmosphere as a greenhouse gas. These
certificates allow companies to account for and
offset, or balance, the carbon they emit in their
20 West Virginia Farm Bureau News

businesses. This balancing of carbon emissions
allows companies to regulate themselves with
global, national, or regional climate change
goals. It also helps them build recognition for
their companies as being conscientious of their
environmental footprint, the impact they have on
the environment.

Landowners can have carbon projects that
allow them to supply carbon credits to companies
in the carbon market. Forests and agricultural
areas can store carbon in the form of trees, shrubs,
forbs and grasses, and soils. These carbon “pools”
can count as stored carbon and thus may have
carbon credit certificates assigned to them. The
value of each carbon credit fluctuates according to
the various carbon markets.
Who is buying this carbon and why?
There are several companies working in West
Virginia that will provide the highly technical
services required to inventory, verify, register, and
sell these forest carbon credits.
USDA is considering public programs that
would pay for sequestered soil carbon by
encouraging cover crops and minimum tillage.
Many companies, high technology, large
corporations, and businesses are acquiring these
credits for two reasons. The first is to offset their
current carbon footprint. These companies simply
cannot function as carbon free and must offset

the use of carbon products. Secondly there is a
potential for carbon prices to rise and like any
investments acquiring carbon at lower prices
offers an additional return to the investment.
Will selling carbon impact my
property taxes?
This depends on the restrictions in your carbon
contract and whether you are enrolled in a specific
tax program.
In West Virginia, if your forest is enrolled in
the Managed Timberland Program, selling most
carbon credits is permitted just like a hunting lease
with one exception. If you sign a “no cut “contract,
that restricts any forest harvesting during the life
of the contract, this may disqualify the owner
from participating in the Managed Timberland
Program throughout the length of the contract. It’s
Important to have a forest management plan that
clarifies when harvesting is expected to occur.
Woodlots that are part of a farm qualified from
the farmland assessment are not affected by
carbon contracts.

Snapshot of Forest Carbon
in West Virginia, 2022
by Dr. Alex Frinkral
Vice President EcoForesters / Chief Forester, The Forestland Group LLC
About 25 years ago I visited a forest in Belize
where US and Canadian energy companies were
paying a landowner not to harvest trees. The idea,
which was borderline radical back then, was that
carbon emissions from energy generation in North
America would be “inhaled” as carbon dioxide
(CO2) by trees in Belize, essentially offsetting the
impact of the pollution.
Fast forward to today, where that same idea
has taken root in West Virginia and across
Appalachia, in a big way: nearly a million acres
in West Virginia alone are now enrolled in forest
carbon projects. New programs and types of forest
carbon projects are opening up opportunities for
more landowners, including those with very small
holdings, to participate in forest carbon markets
which diversify revenue potential.

The basics: trees are made of wood and wood
is a form of stored carbon, like coal or gas. About
half of wood’s dry mass is carbon, regardless of
tree species. Through photosynthesis, trees take
in carbon dioxide, retain the carbon, and release
oxygen back into the atmosphere. Much of that
‘sequestered’ carbon is stored as wood, comprising
the bole and branches of trees, the support system
that enables trees to grow up and out to harvest
even more sunlight. The average acre of mixed
hardwood forest in West Virginia can sequester 3-5
tons of carbon (or, CO2 equivalent) per year. These
tons then comprise carbon offsets – that are sold
as carbon credits – which are used to mitigate the
impacts of burning fossil fuels.
Currently, there are three main types of forest
carbon projects in the US: Afforestation/ReforestaWest Virginia Farm Bureau News 21

tion, Avoided Conversion, and Improved Forest
Management. Afforestation/Reforestation projects
rehabilitate degraded lands through tree planting
and other silvicultural practices to restore forest
cover. Avoided Conversion projects aim to keep
standing forest carbon stocks intact, preventing the
conversion of forests to other land uses. Improved
Forest Management (IFM) projects are by far the
most common project type in West Virginia. IFM
projects recognize typical forest management practices in a region and then aim to “improve” upon
them for achieving carbon objectives. The primary
means of increasing carbon sequestration through
IFM projects is by deferring timber harvests, thereby extending rotation lengths.

many other facets of climate change mitigation
technologies, are evolving rapidly. There are
two broad categories of markets, based on the
methodologies used in developing the project:
compliance and voluntary. The US compliance
or regulatory market is dominated by California’s
program with the state’s Air Resources Board
(ARB). Carbon-emitting companies located
in California are compelled by state law to
reduce their CO2 emissions or offset them with

For the last decade, most forest carbon
projects required a commitment of 40-100 years;
to withdraw before then triggered significant
financial penalties. Today, however, new forest
carbon programs are emerging with much shorter
time frames, some requiring enrollments as short
as one year. With longer-term commitments, land
can be bought and sold and the forest carbon
project requirements stay with the property.
A common misconception about forest carbon
projects is that they all prevent harvesting. Some
do, such as Avoided Conversion projects. However
IFM projects, which are most relevant to West
Virginia, allow landowners to choose one of four
courses of action:
i) Do not cut but sell the volume of annual
forest growth as carbon offsets;
ii) Cut and sell the volume of annual forest
growth as timber, into forest product markets;
iii) Some combination of i and ii, selling some
timber and some carbon offsets;
iv) None of the above, no obligation to cut trees
or sell anything.
Note that the decisions center around a forest’s
annual growth, which is already widely accepted
as the basis for sustainable forest management of
any kind. Forest carbon projects unlock markets
that provide optionality for landowners to generate
revenue from different sources, sometimes
concurrently.
The markets for forest carbon credits, like
22 West Virginia Farm Bureau News

Measuring Carbon

carbon credits. Then, there are more diverse
voluntary markets, with varying sets of rules
and requirements. Large corporations are one
example of a buyer purchasing voluntary carbon
credits to offset their carbon footprints, to address
stakeholder/shareholder interests. Until recently,
credits within the ARB system commanded higher
prices. Now, however, that is changing quickly as
demand for forest carbon credits begins to exceed
the available supply (Figure 1). While both ARB
and voluntary credits may range between $8-$15
per ton today, prices are projected to rise to $50$70 by 2030 (Figure 2).

Figure credits:

ClearBlue Markets

(www.clearbluemarkets.com)

Figure 1
Figure credits:

ClearBlue Markets

(www.clearbluemarkets.com)
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Figure 2

Do carbon credits compete with timber? Sure,
instead sell carbon credits. At $50/ton, carbon
Figure 2
that’s the point after all, deferring harvests while
begins to compete directly with hardwood
storing carbon on the stump. Until recently,
sawtimber (min. 12” dbh).
however, carbon prices generally were lower
These are exciting times for foresters and forest
than any forest products prices on a per cord or
landowners,
especially in West Virginia where
per ton basis, minimizing financial incentives
growth rates in natural forests are robust and
to avoid cutting timber. Now that is changing
carbon sequestration is high. While the concepts
as carbon prices rise to levels that compete
of forest carbon as a management goal and a
with the lower ends of conventional timber
marketplace have been around for decades, it’s
markets. For example, $8/ton for carbon credits
only in the last few years that they have begun
is approximately equivalent to about $25/cord
for pulpwood (min. 5” dbh). So, as carbon prices to take off in the Appalachian region. No doubt
there will be new and interesting changes as
go above this level, a landowner may make the
forest carbon projects and markets grown
rational decision to harvest less pulpwood and
and evolve in West Virginia and beyond.
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SAVINGS &

PROTECTION

FOR THE

LONG
HAUL
WITH UP TO A
$1,000 CREDIT
FOR A 2-YEAR/1,000
HOUR CVA*

Call or click today

0% FOR 36 MONTHS

WITH $0
DOWN*

ON SKID STEER LOADERS, COMPACT TRACK LOADERS, MINI EXCAVATORS,
COMPACT WHEEL LOADERS, SMALL WHEEL LOADERS, BACKHOE LOADERS,
SMALL DOZERS & TELEHANDLERS

844.720.4CAT
Call or click today

www.ClevelandBrothers.com/ZeroDown
844.720.4CAT | www.ClevelandBrothers.com/ZeroDown
*Offer valid from March 1, 2022 through Dec. 31, 2022 on new small Cat machines sold by Cleveland Brothers. Purchase must occur during offer period. Offer subject to machine availability and credit approval by Cat Financial. Not all customers will qualify. Payments based on
36-month loan. The credit of up to $1,000 USD can only be applied toward the purchase of a Cat Customer Value Agreement (CVA) and Equipment Protection Plan (EPP) that includes a minimum 2 maintenance parts kits; TA1 equipment inspection; Product Link®; EPP coverage.
Amount of credit towards protection package varies by model. The maintenance parts cover the first 1,000 hours (estimated 2 years) of machine utilization. The kit contains one set of parts for regular planned maintenance under normal operating conditions. In some severe
applications where maintenance parts need to be replaced more frequently, additional parts will be at customer’s expense. Offer excludes additional maintenance parts, dealer labor, wear parts, S•O•SSM and fluids. Payments do not include taxes, freight, set-up, delivery, document
fees, inspections, additional options, or attachments. In some areas, EPP might be sold separately from the CVA. Offer may change without prior notice and cannot be combined with any other offers. Additional terms and conditions may apply. Contact your Cat dealer for details.
©2022 Caterpillar. All Rights Reserved. CAT, CATERPILLAR, LET’S DO THE WORK, their respective logos, “Caterpillar Corporate Yellow,” the “Power Edge” and Cat “Modern Hex” trade dress, as well as corporate and product identity used herein, are trademarks of Caterpillar
and may not be used without permission. 04152022
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304-636-7732
www.elkinsmotorsports.net
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Help Wanted,
Desperately
Zippy Duvall, President, American Farm Bureau Federation
When I was a young boy, my dad would take
me around with him on the farm. And as I got
older, I started taking on more jobs and more
responsibilities. I’d be out milking cows before
school and helping get other things done when I
got home. I’ve loved the work for as long as I can
remember. While that’s true for millions of farmers,
fewer people are willing to do the work it takes to
raise the food, fuel, and fiber we need.
A few weeks ago, I hosted Juan Cortina,
president of Mexico’s National Agricultural
Council, on my farm in Georgia. His organization
is similar to the American Farm Bureau and works
on behalf of Mexico’s farmers and ranchers. While
discussing the challenges that faced members in
our countries, I mentioned that the inability to find
enough workers was our greatest challenge. And,
to my surprise, he said that labor was also the most
significant problem for farmers in Mexico.

“ We desperately need

our elected leaders to come to
the table, leave politics at the
door and find a solution.

”

Shortly after Mr. Cortina’s visit, I flew out to
Oregon and Washington to meet with our members
and hear their stories. It didn’t matter if the farmers
I met with were dairying, growing tulips, pears,
apples, cherries, blueberries or raspberries, they all
said that their greatest challenge is finding workers.
Most of the fresh fruits and vegetables we find
in our supermarkets, and canned and frozen ones
too, have to be planted, cared for, and harvested
by hand. Across the country, farmers and farm
workers slowly make their way through the fields to
ensure we can get the healthy and nutritious food
we need. And in dairy barns, workers milk each
cow two or three times a day.

On the slopes
of Mt. Hood, I met
with a group of pear
growers who talked
about the challenges they have finding workers.
Some workers have lived in their community
for decades and come back season after season.
However, finding domestic workers becomes more
difficult each year, leaving farmers to turn to H-2A
workers from other countries to fill jobs on the
farm. Nationwide, the use of the H-2A visa program
has increased by 20% over the past five years,
underscoring the domestic worker shortage.
In western Washington, I met with a group of
farmers who grow raspberries, blueberries and
strawberries. Like most growers, they’ve struggled
for years to find the labor they need for all of
their farm work, especially harvesting. So they’ve
invested millions of dollars into mechanical
harvesting techniques to reduce the number of
workers they need during peak season, but that
doesn’t eliminate the need for workers altogether
on the farm. Machines can’t currently plant or
care for many of the fruits, vegetables, and nuts
we consume, meaning most plants are touched by
human hands many times throughout the year.
Farm and ranch work is hard, takes long hours,
and you have to get your hands dirty. But, it is
rewarding, and often you can see the fruits of
your labor, literally. On my trip to Oregon and
Washington, I spoke with farmers and farmworkers
who love their work. They all mentioned that they
are proud to play their part in ensuring we all have
the food we need. But they also said that we need
to focus on solving the farm labor crisis once and
for all. We desperately need our elected leaders to
come to the table, leave politics at the door and
find a solution.
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EASY CHICKEN ENCHILADAS
2 c. chopped, cooked chicken			

6 (8-inch) tortillas

1 (8 oz.) pkg. cream cheese, cubed		

12 ox. Velveeta cheese, cup up

1 (8 oz) jar salsa, divided			

1/4 c. milk

Additional Chopped onion and greed pepper if desired
Combine cream cheese, 3/4 jar salsa, pepper and onions in a medium saucepan; stir over low heat until
melted. Add chicken and stir. Spoon mixture down center of each tortilla and roll up. Place, seam side
down, in a lightly greased 9 x 13-inch pan ( I use Pam). Stir Velveeta cheese and milk in saucepan on low
heat until melted and smooth. Pour over tortillas; cover with foil and bake at 350 degrees for 20 minutes.
Serve with remaining salsa and sour cream.
										Ann Slaughter
										Friend of Farm Bureau

HOMEMADE ICE CREAM
2 cans evaporated milk			

1 c. milk

1 T. vanilla					

1 1/2 c. sugar

2 c. heavy whipping cream
Blend ingredients until sugar is dissolved. Freeze in ice cream freezer.
FOR fruit FLAVORS: Add 4 cups of your favorite fresh fruit (unsweetened).
Crush fruit with a potato masher and add to mixture before freezing.
										Steve Butler, Upshur County
										WVFB Staff

Get Your Own Personal Copy of the

West Virginia Farm Bureau’s
Country Goodness Cookbook

Featuring Member Submitted Recipes
for $10.00 plus shipping by calling 800-398-4630
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Monthly Puzzles with a Few Words of Country Wisdom Tossed in fer Good Measure!
Theme: THE 1950’S
ACROSS
1. 1. a.k.a. vampire
6. Asian cuisine pan
9. Type of tide
13. Make more attractive
14. Lawyers’ grp.
15. China grass
16. *”West Side Story’s” Tony and ____
17. Mourner’s acronym
18. Utilizing
19. *a.k.a. “The King”
21. *Kitschy art movement begun in
‘50s (2 words)
23. Mortar carrier
24. Back of the neck
25. *Kelly or Chanel 2.55, e.g.
28. Hurtful remark
30. “____ Margery Daw,” nursery
rhyme
35. Paper unit
37. Duds
39. Eurasian antelope
40. Guesstimate phrase (2 words)
41. Unaccompanied
43. Disgust with sweetness excess
44. Brandish
46. Track competition, e.g.
47. Frustrated driver’s recourse
48. Legendary King of Pylos
50. Tsar, tzar or ____
52. Greek letters on campus
53. Deprivation
55. Greek R
57. *”A Streetcar Named Desire” star
60. *Popular type of 1950s restaurant
64. Pro athletes’ move
65. Sea in Spain
67. Narcotics agent
68. Stringed instrument of India
69. Brewpub offering
70. Shakespearean “ergo”
71. *Gwendolyn Brooks’ “Annie Allen”
entry, e.g.
72. *Doris of “Que Sera, Sera” fame
73. Disinfectant brand

DOWN
1. Statue of Liberty: “I lift my ____
beside the golden door”
2. Sixth month of civil year
3. Encore!
4. *Like Maureen O’Hara and
Samuel Beckett
5. Not digital
6. On one’s guard
7. ____-Wan of “Star Wars”
8. Fraternity K
9. *Space program established in 1958
10. Arabian chieftain
11. Are not
12. Margaret, for short
15. Raja’s money, pl.
20. Changes to a manuscript
22. Military moves
24. Fail to care
25. *_____ v. Board of Education
26. Eagle’s nest
27. Kr and Xe on the periodic table, e.g.
29. *Postwar prosperity
31. Per person
32. Farm structures
33. Ancient market
34. *”Rio Grande” and “Rio Bravo” star
36. Lose skin
38. *Egypt’s disputed canal
42. Sir Richard Starkey of the Beatles
45. Like certain Debbie
49. Unit of absorbed radiation
51. Relating to nose
54. Frances McDormand’s Oscarwinning 2020 role
56. Estrogen producer
57. Spiritedness
58. Equal to distance divided by time
59. Actor Driver
60. Squirrel’s nest
61. Units of work
62. International Civil Aviation Org.
63. Hall of Fame Steelers coach
64. Cooking meas.
66. Fla. neighbor

CROSSWORD

“I’d rather be on my farm than be emperor of the world.”
- GEORGE WASHINGTON
“The harder the conflict, the greater the triumph.”
– GEORGE WASHINGTON
“Whatever you are, be a good one.”
- ABE LINCOLN
“You have to do your own growing, no matter how tall your
grandfather was.” - ABE LINCOLN
2022 Solution
West Virginia Farm BureauApril
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“Selling land everyday, the right way.”

WE ARE #1 IN LAND AND FARMS SALES IN WV!
Richard Grist, Broker at Foxfire Realty, invites you to visit our website, FoxfireNation.com, to
see why we are the leader in land and farm sales in West Virginia.

Richard Grist, Broker

